Our vision is to provide clean energy – anytime, anywhere, to anyone. We at LichtBlick have been reinventing energy
ever since we founded our company in 1998. Today we are Germanyʼs largest independent provider of green energy and
green gas. As an energy and IT company, we are playing an important role in the ʻEnergiewendeʼ energy transition:
With our innovation called ‘SchwarmEnergie’ we are developing smart solutions that guarantee a supply of distributed
and renewable energy. This is how we create the heart of the energy world. We believe that the ‘Energiewende’ is the
task of our generation. Generation of clean energy.

To help us further expand our international IT platform for the energy market of the future, we
are looking to hire for the following position in Hamburg starting at the earliest possible date:

Software Engineer (f/m)

IT Platform for the International Energy Business
These are your tasks:
The ʻSchwarmDirigentʼ is a ʻSchwarmEnergieʼ IT platform that is unique in the energy market and represents years of intensive
development work as well as extensive energy and IT expertise. With this tool, we can tackle the challenges of an increasingly
complex energy world, one in which smart networking and optimized marketing are becoming more and more important.
Learn more about ʻSchwarmEnergieʼ and ʻSchwarmDirigentʼ here.
Over the next few years, we aim to replicate our success in Germany on the international market with the IT platform ʻSchwarmDirigentʼ,
a high-performing and flexible platform that manages capacities in distributed energy production and storage.
In this exciting environment, you will take on the following responsibilities while working as a part of agile teams of developers:





Carrying out intricate technical specifications for specialist requirements
Implementing these requirements within the context of projects and/or the ongoing evolution of the system
Overseeing quality assurance and introducing any implemented (partial) systems
Advising and consulting with internal and external clients concerning questions, problems and new requirements

These are your qualifications:
 Extensive practical experience in and enthusiasm about software architecture, design and development using object-oriented
programming in Microsoft .NET
 Experience using ASP.NET MVC 5 for client development
 Ideally, experience in test-driven development and continuous integration
 Knowledge about relational databases, preferentially Oracle
 Analytical and structured thinking and methods
 You are an excellent team player who enjoys intense collaboration and can communicate well with those giving you assignments
as part of an agile, scrum-oriented development process
 Ability to deal well with change, for example, when it comes to business models or energy policies
 Proficient in written and spoken English
In addition to a varied set of tasks and the opportunity to take on responsibility in a friendly working environment, we offer a variety
of other benefits such as flexible working hours, the chance to work from home, sabbaticals, sports and health offerings, free drinks
and organic fruit at the office and much more.

We are looking forward to receiving your application documents in one file by email to
personal@lichtblick.de
More information about our company is available at
www.lichtblick.de/en

